Home portraits 4U

Ltd.

Order Form
Client’s Name:

Order date:____________

House Name (in capital letters):
Full address of the house: _____________________________________________
___________________________________________ Postcode:______________
Tel:_______________________ Mobile: _________________________
e-mail address: ______________________________________________
Prices exclude VAT. Please mark and fill in your request.
Portrait size:

A3*

A2

A1

£980

£1,380

£1,680

+ £100 to £300

+ £100 to £300

+ £100 to £300

+ £75

+ £95

+ £110

+ £110

+ £140

+ £195

Price from Photos
15% discount for additional elevations**

On-site visit ***

Not suitable for
every house

Scanned & Printable versions on CD
Framed:
Dark / Light Wood / Silver / Black Modern

Gentle twist to perspective? Twist:_______, Mild:_______
Snow Scene****: Hybrid A3 portrait (£330)_____, Framed (£110)______,same / other.
Greeting cards:
250 copies (£280) ____, 500 copies (£320) ____,
Postcards:
250 copies (£190) ____, 500 copies (£220) ____,
Letterhead paper:
500 pages (£210)_____. please email exact address details.
Placemats & Coasters: set of x 6 Placemats and x 6 Coasters (£120)______.
* A3 size is drawn with less detail. ** Pets & cars could be added for free if a second elevation is ordered but they are only
concept drawings and not exact. *** Mostly South East & Home Counties. Local residence to craft show could get
a visit for free, on photo-shoot days. **** Based on an original portrait ordered, copy on CD Included in price.

•

•

Costs do not include postage fees. Framed portraits are not sent by post and need
to be collected from Forest Row, East Sussex or sent by courier.
Estimated delivery time of this order is within
months. In some cases, actual delivery
dates can be sooner or later than specified due to work flow levels.

This order is for:

£ _________

+ VAT at:

£__________. Total of: £__________

including VAT.

A deposit of 40%:£ _________ is required when signing this order, the rest on delivery.
Payments by debit/credit cards (credit cards fees apply) or by Bacs to:
Home Portraits 4U, NatWest Bank, a/c 42574013, sort code: 60-07-17.
•
•
•

I agree that a copy of the picture can be used by the artist for commercial and sales usage without client’s personal details.
Initial editing, stitching and planning work on the photos are done immediately, therefore deposits can not be returned.
I have seen the artist’s artwork, I am happy to commission him to draw our house in the same style with full artistic licence,
and I am happy with the angles the artist has chosen for the portraits, from photos sent to him or from the photos he took.

Client’s signature: __________________
Mr. Eli Ofir - Home Portraits 4 U Limited, VAT registration No: 940316253, Company number: 6432595.
e-mail: eli@homeportraits4u.co.uk Tel: 07851-791772, Web: www.homeportraits4u.co.uk not

